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1. Speculation: How could the #Epstein case be tied to the
counterintelligence investigation? Remember the
#SteeleDossier and its report of #Putin having Trump
sexual #Kompromat? First, I never bought that it was the
material reported. Trump is a #pedophile and Putin knows
it.

2. Remember the recent amplification of "deep-fakes?" That is the problem with

dropping a Trump sex video. It will be attacked as a fake and #counterintelligence

folks can read the papers and see that there are efforts to distort the evidence that

may know is coming. What to do?

3. Epstein travels a lot and I presume he is often caught by 702 and other intelligence

services' intercepts. Has he ever used a code for Trump? Has he ever used a code for

#Kompromat? The #NSA infrastructure can spot that. So if they knew that he has

something on Trump the 702

4. would never come into court but it could be the basis for the warrant affidavit of

probable cause. IMO Trump is a national security threat. Exposing him as a

pedophile with evidence that could be attacked as a deep-fake fabrication would

potentially harm national security.

5. But corroboration via evidence pulled from a Manhattan safe would neutralize the

Russian disinformation attempt. Even if my speculation never pans out, one thing is

certain. Epstein is in the #SDNY. And if he doesn't give Trump up he won't get a deal

and is looking at life.

6. And life in a high-security prison for people who rape children is a long life indeed.

I expect this case to move fast. The federal lockup is also not a fun place for child

rapists. Epstein is a sociopath and has no concept of loyalty. He will move to flip on

Trump to buy

7. a ticket into the witness protection program.
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